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the assassination of joseph smith and his brother hyrum in
june 1844 marked the beginning of an aggressive attempt by a coterie
of illinois vigilantes to rid the state of the latter day saints in
january 1845 the illinois legislature repealed the charter which had
given self rule to the mormon headquarters city ofofnauvoonauvoo during
the following months latter day saint leaders were harassed with
legal writs in september hostile mobs began a systematic campaign
of burning the barns and crops of LDS residents by the end of the
month it was clear to brigham young and his followers that they
would have to leave nauvoo

before his death joseph smith had proposed the establishment
of latter day saint settlements in wisconsin texas oregon and
california and church leaders now gave these locations active
consideration leaders carefully studied the published reports of
western travelers and interviewed government officials trappers and
explorers A consensus was reached that the main body of the church
would move to the great basin and that advance parties were to lead
the way there in 1846 saints in the northeast would charter a ship
and go to yerba buena san francisco saints in the southeast
would move from northeast mississippi to independence missouri
and then overland to the headquarters location in a valley adjacent to
the great salt lake or one of its tributariestributaries illinois saints would cross
iowa toward the missouri river the precise plan of moving them west
would be announced after their arrival there

the articles in this special issue present in some detail this
movement west the iowa journal ofoflorenzolorenzo snow edited by
maureen ursenbach beecher and never before published describes the
difficulties encountered by a leading personality among the saints who
crossed iowa cultural conflict mormonscormons and indians in nebraska
by lawrence G coates analyzes the relationship of the saints
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and their leaders with native americans in the missouri valley
richard E bennett who has spent the past few years studying the
mormon experience in winter quarters discusses the formulation of
the final plan to move west stanley B kimball puts in perspective
the mormon trail network in nebraska 1846 48 while stephen F pratt
furnishes insights into the larger company which followed the 1847

pioneer company of brigham young A final view of the important
role of nebraska in the outfittingoutwittingoutfitting of subsequent companies which
migrated west is given in william G hartley s article the great
florence fitout of 18611861

each of the articles in this issue has involved extensive research in
primary documents never before examined or as in the case of
stanley kimball new investigation of the trail together these
articles furnish a fresh perspective on the latter day saint journey to
sojourn in and movement from the missouri river valley


